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EDITOR’S NOTES

WHAT KIND OF WORLD ARE WE
LEAVING FOR THE YOUNG?

E

very time I read about the

Why I write so much about Greta

changing weather patterns

Thunberg is because maybe we need to

across the world, where there

be like her, change our lifestyles so that

is a heatwave in Antartica and

our carbon footprint is reduced and, like

Scandinavia; where Himalayan

her, take every action to impress on our

glaciers are melting more now than in

governments that they cannot afford

the last 100 years, or the frequency of

to delay action if the world is to have

hurricanes in the Atlantic Ocean, which

a future. Greta, who to me is another

have doubled in the last few years, I

young hero like Pakistani activist Malala

am alarmed. As everyone should be

Yousafzai, has turned vegan, and she

;,)28,)=,)%63*8,-7A%2(æ6)7-28,)
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Amazon rain forests in Brazil. How

reduce carbon emissions. She recently

much more destruction and death

7)87%-0*36);#36/-2%=%',8æ88)(;-8,

do we need before we take climate

solar panels and underwater turbines to

change seriously?

produce electricity, making the journey

Whether human civilisation stays
intact despite the changing weather

zero carbon. Not surprisingly, there
are no toilets or showers, and those on

patterns depends on recognising our shared humanity

board use a blue bucket. Greta and her father intend to

and changing policies accordingly. We do not comprehend

travel to the annual UN climate conference in Chile by bus

that extreme weather patterns are only mild introductions

and train, with stops in US and other countries.

to the future awaiting us. Surprisingly, it is a 16-year-old

!)2))(83æ+,883498%2)2(838,))2:-6321)28%0

schoolgirl, Greta Thunberg from Sweden, who feels that if

rape. We cannot encourage governments to encroach

we don’t change our policies on carbon emissions or fossil

on coastlines and rivers, to build high-rise buildings. We

fuels, we are headed for a global disaster.

cannot cut down forests and denude them, threatening

!,)27,);%7îîA6)8%%2(,)6'0%77;)6)7,3;2%æ01

animal habitats. We cannot exhaust water resources. We

about plastic waste in the ocean and starving polar bears.

need to cut down over-consumption and consumerism

She was depressed for several days and felt there was no

that generate enormous amounts of garbage that go into

hope for young people like her. Greta, incidentally, is a child

0%2(æ007@36)-14368%280=A;)'%223846)8)2(8,%8-8T7

with Asperger’s syndrome and selective mutism because

all someone else’s problem, or that one person not using

of which she hardly smiled or greeted or spoke to anyone,

plastic will not make a difference to the environment.

often cried and was frequently bullied by her school mates.

I feel as strongly about the environment as I do about

It is because of Asperger’s syndrome that things affected

our cultural heritage. That is why I salute young Kapila

her so deeply that she decided to drop out of school and

Venu, on whose slender shoulders rests the future of a

strike every Friday outside the Swedish Parliament, urging

2,000-year-old tradition, Koodiyattam. As I have written

the government to bring down carbon emissions. She sat

repeatedly in this very magazine, I see hope for a better

with a placard that read, “I am sitting here, because you

world in youngsters like Kapila and Greta.

adults are shitting on my future”. She protests only on
Fridays and while, initially, she was a lone protester, now
Fridays for Future has become a worldwide movement of
protest, spreading across Europe and America, and now
even India.
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COVER STORY

KAPILA
VENU
KEEPING ALIVE AN

INTANGIBLE HERITAGE
In 2001, along with 19 other art forms from across the world, Koodiyattam was shortlisted by
Unesco as a “masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity”, with a call to preserve its
XQLTXHQHVVDQGLWVUHODWLRQWRFRPPXQLWLHV7KLVZDVWKHÀUVWWLPHDUWIRUPVZHUHEHLQJGHFODUHG
a part of intangible cultural heritage, and Koodiyattam was topped the list. Kapila Venu, one of
a handful of exponents of the 2,000-year-old theatre from Kerala, is passionate about taking
Koodiyattam forward, immersed in its practice, even after two decades of learning and performing
this art form. Reputed to be the best among her peers, Kapila tells MINAL KHONA about the
challenges inherent in dedicating one’s life to the preservation of a slice of our ancient culture and
how you constantly strive to make it relevant to a contemporary audience
COVER AND INSIDE PHOTOGRAPHS: THULASI KAKKAT

Kapila enacting the nuances of a Nangiar Koothu performance
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ine Indian art forms are included in Unesco’s List of
Intangible Cultural Heritage of which Koodiyattam
is the oldest existing classical theatre in the entire

world. Commanding a lifetime of devoted learning and
practice, this is no ordinary theatre. Nor is it one that can
be viewed over a couple of hours and then be forgotten. A
traditional Koodiyattam performance can last from four to
41 nights. And, entrusted with the responsibility of keeping
alive a 2,000-year-old tradition is Kapila Venu, a nontraditional practitioner of this art who has dedicated herself
to ensuring a contemporary connect with a long-lost world.
The daughter of G. Venu, a master exponent of this theatre,
and Nirmala Panikar, a well-known Mohiniattam dancer, she
has carved a niche for herself in the only surviving tradition
of Sanskrit theatre in the world.
In Kerala, Koodiyattam and Theyyam, among others,

With her at all times: Kapila practising while her son watches

are performed by certain communities only. An article in
Housecalls by Ratna Rao Shekar describes the former thus:

But, after class 12, Kapila had to take a call – learn dance

“Koodiyattam has been performed in Kerala temples in an

or study for a degree. She quit studying for her degree

unbroken tradition stretching back around 2,000 years,

halfway to pursue Koodiyattam. “I was formally initiated into

unaffected by changes that have swept across the centuries.

the form at seven and, while at school, my mother would

Traditional families of the Chakyar community believe it is

teach me too. Then, at 17, I decided to learn and perform full-

their sacred duty to enact these ritualistic dance dramas.”

time. Financial or social security never mattered; as artists

The mind boggles at the history and depth of this

we never think of the risk involved. We take it for granted that

theatre – if this complex form of theatre itself is

we will continue doing what we love. All six of us who learnt

2,000 years old, how much older and richer is the civilisation

together initially, perform as an ensemble, and we now also

that conceptualised every aspect of its dramatic retelling of

teach at the Ammannur Gurukulam.”

the epics with the colourful raiment and movement of
facial muscles?
G. Venu, Kapila’s father, was the pathbreaker who

Having spent her formative years in the liberal
environment of a boarding school, living in Irinjalakuda, a
small town in Kerala, can’t have been easy, especially for

convinced Guru Ammannur Madhava Chakyar and his

a modern woman like Kapila with independent views. She

brother, Guru Parmeshwara Chakyar, the gurus of this dance

admits it was challenging initially. “I took years to come to

drama, to accept him and teach him the art. Kapila, along

terms with it; as a woman and a dancer living in a small town,

;-8,æ:)38,)6789()287A;%746-:-0)+)(83&)8%9+,8&=8,)7)

it was restricting. I used to get depressed and even hate it

legendary gurus, especially Ammannur Madhava Chakyar,

at times. It was certainly not easy as, apart from my training

who she refers to as Ashaan (teacher). As a child, studying

with my guruji, I didn’t have much else. My dance set me

at The Lovedale School in Ooty, where her mother taught

free. It was only later, when I mustered the courage to travel

dance, she was only able to learn during her vacations.

on my own to other places, meet people, make friends and

Then, at 17, I decided to len and perf m futime. Financial
social secy never maered;
AS ARTISTS WE NEVER THINK OF THE RISK INVOLVED. WE TAKE IT FOR
GRANTED THAT WE WILL CONTINUE DOING WHAT WE LOVE. ALL SIX OF US
WHO LEARNT TOGETHER INITIALLY,

perf m а an eeme and we now also teach
at the Aa Gukulam"
NAARI
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the musicians from the Nambiars; and the Nangiars – the
Nambiar women who performed the female roles. The
Nangiar Koothu was traditionally performed in temples.”
The modern woman in her though, has always shied away
from doing parts that depict women as submissive.
Kapila has also spent time in Japan, training under the
artist Min Tanaka. “We were invited to be part of a dance
festival in 2005, in a place called Hakushu. When we went
there, I realised it was different from the regular festivals.
The place was lush green, it was a big village and people
were camping at the festival site. It was a commune of
farmers and it was intriguing. Min was very avant garde
and what he did was beyond my imagination. I impulsively
told him I would love to work with him. A few months
later I was invited by him – working, choreographing
and learning mostly. His moves are inspired by Butoh, a
formless movement started by Tatsumi Hijikata after the
Bonding time! G. Venu with his grandson, Aran

Second World War. Min was his disciple and I used to go
8,)6)*36%'3940)3*1328,7*36æ:)=)%67@V
4)%/-2+3*-2ç9)2')7A%4-0%-792(39&8)(0=
-2ç9)2')(&=,)6*%8,)6@ )29A;,386%:)00)(;-8,8,)
doyen of arts, Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay, looking at the
arts and crafts of this country. Trained by Ammannur
Chakyar, he later set up the performing school-cum-studio
and actor training centre, Natanakairali, back in the 1970s;
and is himself originally a trained Kathakali dancer and
Koodiyattam exponent.
%4-0%%(1-877,),%7&))2-2ç9)2')(&=%008,)7836-)7
about Kathakali that she heard from her father. Known to
be among the best for his abhinaya (art of expression),
he has passed on this talent to his daughter who excels in
the same among her peers. “He was strict and protective
and, for a long time, took decisions for me. In retrospect, I
understand that and once I was past the stage of struggle,
he stepped back and let me take my own decisions.
His training was very different from Ashaan’s, who was

Doing what she loves best: Kapila during a performance

father was at home all the time, so after my studies, he

people and interacting with them, learning about different

also taught me, including those times when he came to

cultures. Today, I tell my students to stay informed about

visit us in Ooty. He’s put the pieces of my career together

world events and know what’s happening around them, to

and has a knack of bringing out the best in a performer. He

travel, to read about multiple subjects even as they learn

has choreographed different productions with all of us.”

33(-=%88%1738,%88,)=,%:)8,)'32æ()2')83&6%2',

Her mother, Nirmala Paniker, has been a powerful

)67%'6-æ')7,%:)4%-(3**A%77,)-732)3*%,%2(*90
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as a person. He never got personal with us in any way. My

widen my circle that things changed. I loved talking to

out later.”

4 |

passionate about teaching us but distant and detached

-2ç9)2')833A+-:)28,%87,)-7%78632+4)6732%0-8=-2,)6
own right. But Kapila could not devote her attention to two

of performers well-versed in Koodiyattam and believed

dance forms and chose Koodiyattam over Mohiniattam.

to be one of the best practitioners of this tradition. Kapila

The legacy of Koodiyattam itself is a huge responsibility

performs Nangiar Koothu, a sub-genre of Koodiyattam.

to carry forward, as this form, Kapila believes, is still close

“A Koodiyattam performance is typically performed by

to people’s hearts. She sees familiar faces that come

three communities – the actors from the Chakyar caste;

regularly for elaborate performances. To take it forward,

OCTOBER - DECEMBER 2019

Family portrait: Kapila with husband
Thulasi and their son, Aran

she thinks the onus is on her “to work sincerely, changing

performance series called Nangiar Koothu Sampoornam

what needs to be changed and respecting and retaining

where I am performing all of Krishna’s stories called

what should never change”.

Shrikrishnacharitham Sampoornam in Nangiar Koothu.

Financially, Kapila admits that the money is just about

I have done only eight out of the 35; I will be performing

enough as she doesn’t believe in performing for free or

the entire series, going back to all the temples where this

for a pittance either. And why should she? Respect for

dance used to be performed, and am maintaining notes

the countless hours of hard work and motivation for her

of my experiences there. There are 17 in total and they are

troupe are important. Since it is a fairly rare theatre form,

temples of Devi, Shiva and Krishna.”

she says that opportunities come looking for them, instead

There are some temples where she is not allowed to

of the other way around. “There is no competition so a lot

perform since the right is given only to the members of

of people come to us. I don’t do it for money essentially;

the Nangiar community. Kapila is magnanimous and

but I do believe the artists who work with me deserve a

accepting of the fact. “I have no complaints since I don’t

decent lifestyle so I ensure they get paid reasonably. I don’t

belong to the Nangiar community. I can see why, even

agree to perform for free as they need to stay motivated.”

though I may question it. There are certain rituals and

A part of the legacy of Koodiyattam is that it was

traditions that exist only because certain communities

performed in temples, and Kapila is now maintaining

have the role of performing them. For example, in

a diary of her performances. “It is an ongoing

Theyyam, another traditional dance form, several

"It (mherhd) hа dpened my terance and
made me m e eﬀicie, seive and patie.
BUT IT IS NOT EASY AT ALL AND SOME DAYS HAVE BEEN VERY TRYING.
AS A DANCER, I REALLY WANTED MY SPACE BACK

It can be reay exhauing and you ave the
space you don't g "
NAARI
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"I am aeady 37, b I fl I i haven't
found exact
ly what I am looking for.
THE LANGUAGE, THE TECHNICALITY
AND THE REPERTOIRE IS VERY HUGE AND COMPLEX

communities come together for one performance, and

my space back. It can be really exhausting and you crave

each one has a role to play. It is a complex art form and

the space you don’t get.” Having said that, her baby was

they have the right to be themselves and preserve their

with her all the time when he was younger. Being a mother,

traditions and identities.”

she says, has brought her performances, especially those

Kapila is married to Thulasi Kakkat, a photojournalist
with The Hindu, who encourages and supports all her
endeavours. He takes time off from work to look after
Kapila reveals that her desire to have a baby was very

Spic Macay are playing a pivotal role in encouraging

strong and when she did, motherhood came with a mixed

Koodiyattam through these ‘lec-dems’. “They are important

bag of highs and lows. “I had a natural, water birth at

to sensitise people to the art, demystify the language of

The Birth Village, a motherhood centre in Kochi. When

the dance forms and not intimidate the audience. They

I was pregnant, I was moving around a lot till the day of

are very important as we can tell the stories, then perform

my delivery. I used to exercise, run and walk, but I had

them so that the audience can relate.”
Though other publications have listed a few of Kapila’s

practising four months after his birth. I started giving talks

performances as superlative, she personally doesn’t

and performing only after he was ten months old.” Kapila

believe she has attained her best yet. “I am already 37, but

used to put her baby in a sling and take him with her

I feel I still haven’t found exactly what I am looking for. The

everywhere she went.

language, the technicality and the repertoire is very huge
and complex; I have not mastered it yet. There are times

three years old. “My husband is a sweet-natured, very

when I feel I should create something totally mine and

calm person, and he is a good father. We read up and did

completely independent, but I am still looking for that. I

a lot of research on parenting and were prepared for the

am waiting for the moment when I can make more radical

baby. He is very supportive and takes time off when I have

experiments successfully.”

to travel. My father helps, too, with the babysitting.”
And how did the experience of motherhood change

|

Besides practising and performing, Kapila is often
busy with lecture-demonstrations. Organisations like

A dedicated mother, she breastfed her son till he was

NAARI

new level”.
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stopped dancing. I was not performing and only started

6 |

that involve the depiction of intense feelings, “to a whole

Keeping alive a 2,000-year-old legacy, taking it to the
world at large, being a full-time mother and continuing

her as an artist? Did it also impact her art, especially

to delve deeper into her art keeps Kapila engrossed.

since being a mother is pretty much a full-time job? “It

Whether she achieves her dream of her own creations

,%7())4)2)(1=830)6%2')%2(1%()1)136))*æ'-)28A

within the boundaries of her art remains to be seen, but

sensitive and patient. But it is not easy at all and some

in the important role she plays in the preservation of

days have been very trying. As a dancer, I really wanted

Koodiyattam, the gods have already smiled on her.

OCTOBER - DECEMBER 2019

E C O - WA R R I O R

CHAMPION OF
CONSERVATION

,IKXPDQYVDQLPDOFRQÁLFWVFRQWLQXHWRJURZDWWKHFXUUHQWUDWHZHZLOOVHHDGUDVWLFORVVLQDQLPDOVSHFLHV
in the near future, warns Dr Krithi K. Karanth, a 2019 Rolex awardee. The conservation biologist, who
has won many prestigious awards, also boasts impeccable lineage. She is the granddaughter of Dr Shivaram
Karanth, the grand old man of Yakshagana theatre, and the daughter of Dr Ullas Karanth, the well-known
conservationist who has worked in Nagarhole. The current Executive Director at the Centre for Wildlife
Studies and Adjunct Assistant Professor at Duke University speaks to MALLIK THATIPALLI

COURTESTY: ROLEX AWARDS

PHOTOGRAPHS: ANUBHAV VANAMALAI

“E

ven as a child, I could distinguish between

and Emerging Explorer, among other honours.

tiger and leopard poop,” says conservation

She is currently Executive Director at the Centre for

scientist Dr Krithi Karanth with a grin.

Wildlife Studies and Adjunct Assistant Professor

Awarded a Ramanujan fellowship from 2011-2016 by
the Indian Government’s Department of Science

at Duke University.
Her father, Padma Shri awardee Dr Ullas Karanth,

and Technology, the 40-year-old scientist is a recipient

is a conservation zoologist and a leading tiger expert,

of umpteen awards, including the 2019 Rolex Award

while her grandfather, Padma Bhushan Dr Shivaram

for Enterprise and WINGS Women of Discovery Award,

Karanth, was a celebrated Kannada playwright and

National Geographic Society’s 10,000th grantee

novelist who was also conferred a Jnanpith Award.
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Krithi, who grew up in Karnataka’s national parks, says that
as a child she assumed that everyone lived like her. “I spent 17
amazing years in the lap of nature. We had labs full of skulls
of tigers and leopards! Wildlife was a part of my life as my
father took me into the jungles and I spent a lot of time with
animals,” she recalls.
She credits her family for her imbibing a sense of curiosity
%2(7'-)28-æ'8)14)6)%60=32-20-*)@U=+6%2(*%8,)6;%7%
well-known writer but he also had a deep conscience for the
environment. For my father and myself, it was wildlife which
caught our interest,” she shares. “I think I had one of the best
childhoods ever. What I also had was two parents who were
scientists and, as a child, all I wanted was a PhD. There was an
%446)'-%8-32*368,)7'-)28-æ'463')77)7%2(%7/-2+59)78-327
and I guess the uniqueness of that childhood resulted in me
falling in love with nature as well as becoming a scientist.”
As a child, Krithi says, she never wanted to get into

Krithi says that it is important to provide context as to
how we reached here. She charts the collapse of India’s eco
system and explains, “In the 1850s, when the British took over,

conservation as she was witness to the battles her father fought

they set out on massive hunts. With the Indian maharajas and

and realised the huge price one has to pay, especially while

nawabs, too, fond of hunting, our extraordinary diversity in

standing up to the government. It was only when she was in her

animals came down. One example is present in the hunting

early 20s, working on a research project while doing her master’s

journal of the Bikaner maharaja who recorded that he shot

at Yale, that she decided to pursue it professionally.

96,000 birds and mammals!”

Google her name and headlines proclaiming her a queen

She credits conservation efforts in India to former Prime

of conservation are thrown up. Hearing this, she laughs out

Minister Indira Gandhi who brought in the national park

loud and adds, “I hate monikers like that. India has many

system and started Project Tiger and Project Elephant

extraordinary women and men who care for the environment.

;,-',A8,39+,238ç%;0)77A&)+%28,))<'69'-%8-2+;36/3*

Historically, it has been a very male-dominated profession. I

reintroducing species into the forests.

would say that even my generation is very male-dominated but

Krithi, who has worked on multiple projects, says that

when I look at my own team for Centre for Wildlife studies, 90 per

her emphasis has always been on the human dimension of

cent of the new hirees are women. The scene is changing and

conservation. “I’ve never been obsessed about particular

there will be room for many queens and kings in the future.”

species like tigers or elephants. My biggest obsession is that

During the course of her PhD, Krithi undertook another

unless we solve the human side of the issue, we are not going

massive study on animal species in India, especially

to get the support we need to save wildlife. It’s really all about

mammals that became extinct between 1850 and 2000. She

(3-2+7'-)28-æ'6)7)%6',;,-','%2+-:)73098-327838,)

pored over 200 travelogues by both British travellers and

problems we face.”

Indian maharajas, and contacted over 50 museums in the

,)'%7)73*,91%2O%2-1%0'32ç-'8%6)%00%6392(97@

US and Europe. She says that in a 100-year period the tiger

Elephants destroy villages and are electrocuted in return,

population has come down from 80,000 to 40,000, leopards

Tigers raid livestock and are poisoned in retaliation. It is

from 150,000 to 40,000 while others like the cheetah, which

to solve these issues that she has started two initiatives

was visible from the plains of North India to Mysore and
Hyderabad, have become extinct.

St ressing t he fact t hat I ndia is a hot spot of
dive rsity, she point s out t hat we have set
ASIDE ONLY FIVE PER CENT OF OUR LAND FOR WILDLIFE, WHICH IS SIGNIFICANTLY
LESS THAN MOST OTHER COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD,

when even smalle r nations like B hutan and
Nepal have rese rved 30 pe r cent
8 |
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village schools, reaching more than 3,000 children so far. This
year will see the implementation of the programme in around
400 schools near multiple parks across India.
Quiz Krithi about the challenges that one faces and a
wry smile appears on her visage. “I have been a victim of
the disdain Indian bureaucracy reserves for scientists for
long,” she says. “I have been a professional for 21 years,
a PhD for 10 years but when I walk into a government
organisation and try and build bridges/partnerships, there
-778-00%0%+@(32T8æ2(-8-27^46-:%8)7)'8367&988,)6)
are always pushbacks from the government.”
As India grows at seven per cent a year, demanding
Teaching them young: A Wild Shaale class

bullet trains and digging up reserve forests for rare
minerals without a thought, the cost to wildlife is extremely

which go to the core of communities living around

high. Krithi agrees and points to the booming middle class

national parks/forests - the Wild Seve and Wild Shaale

and massive infrastructure and energy expansion needed

programmes which are designed to support communities

to serve the growing needs of the people.

and help build tolerance towards wildlife.
Wild Seve (seve means ‘to serve’) was created to

However, she adds that smart infrastructure is possible
wherein wildlife and progress can co-exist. “One can build

assist the local people who bear the brunt of human-

tunnels and mitigation structures that allow for safe passage

;-0(0-*)'32ç-'8@!,-0)696%02(-%,%7%6)0%8-:)0=,-+,

of wildlife while still expanding the roads. These are the kinds

'90896%0830)6%2')83;%6(7;-0(0-*)A6)4)%8)('32ç-'87

of huge challenges I don’t see people paying attention to. We

erode this tolerance and people will eventually retaliate.

use excuses not to work at solutions that bring about change.

The Government of India mandates compensation for

If you look at the Austrians or the Japanese, they build tunnels

crop loss, property damage, and human injury or death.

that prevent animals from being run over. We are always

3;):)6A8,)463')773*æ0-2+*36'314)27%8-32-78%<-2+A

catching up too late,” she says with a sigh.

with high transaction costs.
6-8,-)<40%-27AU!-0():)463:-()7%77-78%2')-2æ0-2+

Stressing the fact that India is a hotspot of diversity,
7,)43-2873988,%8;),%:)7)8%7-()320=æ:)4)6')283*

*36'314)27%8-32*36;-0(0-*)O6)0%8)('32ç-'88,639+,%

3960%2(*36;-0(0-*)A;,-',-77-+2-æ'%280=0)778,%21378

8300O*6)),)040-2)@96æ)0(%77-78%287%66-:);-8,-2 ,3967

other countries, when even small nations like Bhutan and

of the call and collect all the information required for the

Nepal have reserved 30 per cent. She adds, “While the

'314)27%8-32'0%-1%2(æ0)-832&),%0*3*8,)4)340)@

+3:)621)28-7%'9783(-%23*8,-7æ:)4)6')28A;)2))(83

Today, we serve around 600 villages adjacent to Nagarhole

build additional functioning models of community reserves

%2( %2(-496%8-32%0%6/7@!),%:)æ0)(2)%60=îAííí

and private reserves, like in Africa and South America. This

cases. Wild Seve is a rare conservation initiative, where

will allow us to expand land estate for wildlife in India.”

both people and wildlife win.”
!,-0);36/-2+328,),91%2O;-0(0-*)'32ç-'8A6-8,-

,)7'-)28-78A;,3;%7%132+8,)æ:)30)<%96)%8)7
awarded in 2019, says that India is at a conservation

*392(8,%8',-0(6)2-2,-+,O'32ç-'8>32)7%6)%86-7/3*

crossroads. She elaborates, “In some places, we have

developing negative views towards wildlife. Wild Shaale

recovered wildlife populations and held on to them despite

(shaale translates to ‘school’) was then designed to

enormous challenges; in others we’ve drastically lost

nurture knowledge, empathy and curiosity in children.

species, habitats and connectivity due to developmental

She says that while environmental education is compulsory
in India, government-run schools in rural districts often
lack the resources required for comprehensive education.

pressures. There is no other country in the world where
rich wildlife populations co-occur with a billion people!”
Calling India the melting pot for wildlife she puts the

“Our programme is built on play-based learning; we include

onus on the current generation of Indians — whether it is

visual and kinesthetic modules to increase engagement and

the government, conservationists, scientists, educators or

retention of knowledge. I have seen just how much the children

the public — who will play a role in protecting wildlife and

love this programme and fully participate in each module. Our

forests in India. “I am concerned that in our own lifetime we

ongoing evaluation allows us to adapt the programme and

may see wildlife disappear on a scale that has never been

improve it,” she says. Wild Shaale has been implemented in 70

seen before,” she muses.
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COLLECTIONS

THE RAMAYANA
IN INDIAN PAINTING
Drawn from the collection of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, Sita and Rama: The
Ramayana in Indian Painting exhibition showcases
27 outstanding paintings that narrate the heroic
and adventurous tale of Rama’s rescue of his wife,
Sita. The works were produced for the Rajasthan
and Pahari courts of north India between the 17th
and 19th centuries and will be augmented by four
textiles. The exhibition, running from August 10,
2019, to August 23, 2020, will be presented in
two rotations, and includes a rare 19th-century
painting titled Tantric Form of Monkey God
Hanuman that is a new addition to The Met
collection. The work is a recent gift from Steven
.RVVDNDQGLVEHLQJGLVSOD\HGSXEOLFO\IRUWKHÀUVW
time. Senior art historian and museum director
ASOK KUMAR DAS comments on a few of the
objects on display
ALL PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY:
THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YORK

A

Asian Department of the Metropolitan Museum

textiles illustrating stories from the Ramayana. In

of Art, New York, there is a sizeable collection

order to avoid causing damage to the fragile textiles,

of miniature paintings, sculptures, decorative art

these will be taken down after six months along with

objects and textiles related to the Ramayana. The

the miniatures, and a new set of carefully selected

curators bring out carefully planned selections from the

miniatures and drawings will be set up on February

collection for exhibition in the exhibition gallery space at

27 next year till August 23. Not unexpectedly, the

6)+90%6-28)6:%073*æ:)368)2=)%67@28,)0%78î=)%67

curator, Kurt Behrendat, has included some rare Pahari

the Met has mounted two major exhibitions, Epic India:

paintings recently donated by Steven Kossak and The

Scenes from the Ramayana from March to September

Kronos Collections.

mong the more than 35,000 objects in the

2010, and The Ramayana from July to October 2005.

10 |

The current exhibition includes four important

7)0)'8-323*)-+,83&.)'87%6)46)7)28)(,)6)Qæ:)

In each case a conscious attempt was made to include

miniatures, one embroidered textile, one painted textile

recent acquisitions.

and one large painting on cloth.
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Chamba Rumal, The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Rogers Fund, 1931

THE DEATH OF KING DASHARATHA
%1%A&)-2+8,)æ678O&362A;%78,)2%896%079'')7736
to the throne after King Dasharatha. This was
unacceptable to the third queen, Kaikeyi, who wanted to
install her son, Bharata, on the throne of Ayodhya. She
exploited the weakness of the king and caused him to
banish Rama for 14 years in order to make Bharata the
king. Having succumbed to this pressure, Dasharatha
was heart-broken and died of grief.
The painting belongs to a dispersed manuscript
of the Ramayana, with the text written in Devnagari,
probably prepared for a Hindu ruler close to the Mughal
court, like Raja Bir Singh Bundela of Datia, as all the
known miniatures from this copy follow the Mughal
court style of the early 17th century. It shows the body
of King Dasharatha covered with a simple white shroud
surrounded by his queens Kaushalya, Sumitra and
Kaikeyi, and other royal ladies. The unknown painter has
concentrated his attention on the serene expression
of the dead king and the restrained grief of the queens
%00;-8,-28,)'32æ2)73*%&%6)0=*962-7,)(6331@,-7
superbly drawn work, along with three other folios,
came to the Met from Cynthia Hazen Polsky in 2002.

CHAMBA RUMAL
The ancient Himalayan kingdom of Chamba, now
in Himachal Pradesh, produced a distinct class
of textiles where the womenfolk created fabulous
coverlets locally known as rumal embroidered with
ç3777-0/7@,))8,%7%794)6&)<%140)A59-8)0%6+)
in size, prepared in the 19th century, that shows
the principal events of the Ramayana narrated in
synoptic form.
It shows, clockwise from upper left, Rama, Sita
and Lakshmana bidding farewell to Rama’s mother
before their exile; Ravana, disguised as an ascetic,
attempting to seduce Sita living in a cottage in the
forest while Rama is hunting the golden deer sent
by Ravana as a diversion. Lower right Sita is seen
imprisoned in Ravana’s palace at Lanka. Rama,
Lakshmana, Hanuman and the monkey and bear
armies assemble to invade Lanka and cross the
bridge while Hanuman crosses it in one leap (shown
within the embroidered band) and advance on
Ravana’s fortress to kill him and bring back Sita. As
shown in the centre of the rumal the victorious
heroes depart in triumph, with Sita in a covered ‘doli’
or palanquin. This unique rumal was acquired by the
museum in 1931 and has been displayed only rarely.

The Death of King Dasharatha, The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Cynthia Hazen Polsky and Leon B. Polsky Fund, 2002
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RAMA, SITA, AND LAKSHMANA AT
THE HERMITAGE OF BHARADWAJA
The Ramayana was illustrated in many different
courts of the Pahari region at different times. The
number of illustrations and the quality of their
execution depended on the skill of the artist and
the taste of the patron. This particular example is
one of the great productions of the Kangra court
and also one of the largest in page size. Rama,
accompanied by Sita and Lakshmana, embark on
their 14-year exile from Ayodhya. After crossing the
river in a tiny boat they reach a hermitage in a hilly
wilderness, as seen in the upper part of the picture.
In the foreground they are seen seated before
the sage Bharadwaja in his
hermitage. The setting, with
high mountain peaks and
densely wooded forests
surrounding a narrow valley,
ideally depicts the serenity
and calmness of the place. The
atmosphere is almost ethereal.

RAMA, SITA AND
LAKSHMANA IN THE
FOREST
In this wonderful composition the
travails Rama, along with Sita and
Lakshmana, had to face at the
start of their long exile have been
skilfully rendered by the unknown
Kangra artist. Rama reclines on the

Rama, Sita and
Lakshmana
in Forest:
Lakshmana
Removes Thorn
from Rama’s
Foot, The
Metropolitan
Museum of
Art. Gift of
The Kronos
Collections, 2015

ground with his head in Sita’s lap
while Lakshmana tries removing a thorn from his foot.
The monkey king Hanuman arrives before them.
The ambience of the forest with different types of
86))7A'6))4)67%2(ç3;)6-2+40%287-2:%6=-2+7,%()7
of green has been aptly created in this charming
miniature.

12 |
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Rama, Sita and
Lakshmana at
the Hermitage
of Bharadwaja,
The Metropolitan
Museum of Art.
Seymour and
Rogers Funds,
1976

RAMA AND LAKSHMANA SEARCH IN
VAIN FOR SITA
236()6838%/)6):)2+)*368,)(-7æ+96)1)28%2(-27908

'388%+)83æ2(-8%1-77-2+@,)=7)8398837)%6',*36
her in every possible place, but in vain.
The painting captures those moments when Rama

of his sister Surpanakha, Ravana persuades his uncle,

and Lakshmana go to the woods, to the lake and to the

Maricha, to assume the form of a golden deer. When Sita

mountain in search of Sita. It beautifully illustrates the

sees this lovely animal she urges Rama to get it for her.

text written in the yellow band, “Ranging the woods,

Rama sets out to capture it, disregarding the warning of

hills, rivers and lakes on every side, searching the

Lakshmana. Rama succeeds in cornering it and pierces

plateaus, caves and summits of the mountain, these

it with an arrow. Maricha, before breathing his last, takes

8;373273*%7,%6%8,%'390(238æ2(-8%%2=;,)6)@V

his own form and calls out imitating Rama’s voice, “O

The unnamed court artist from late 17th century

Sita, O Lakshmana, save me”. Rama realises his folly and

Mewar in Rajasthan shows the brothers, in the mode

rushes back. Hearing the cries, Sita urges Lakshmana to

of continuous narration, three times in three locations

rush to Rama’s rescue. Taking advantage of Lakshmana’s

– wood, lake and mountain – with hand gestures and

absence, Ravana abducts Sita. The brothers rush to the

facial expression.

Rama and
Lakshmana
Search in Vain
for Sita, The
Metropolitan
Museum of Art.
Purchase, T.
Roland Berner
Fund, 1974

Among t he more t han 35,000 object s in t he
Asian Department of t he Met ropolitan Museum
of
Art,
New
York,
THERE IS A SIZEABLE COLLECTION OF MINIATURE PAINTINGS, SCULPTURES,
DECORATIVE ART OBJECTS AND TEXTILES RELATED TO THE RAMAYANA
NAARI
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The Combat of Rama and Ravana, The Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Purchase, Friends of Asian Art Gifts

THE COMBAT OF RAMA AND RAVANA
The popularity of the Ramayana stories is apparent
from their depiction as relief panels or high relief
sculptures on temple walls, as murals on walls
of inner sanctums, as illustration to handwritten
manuscripts, individual miniatures as also in
textiles, with details embroidered or painted
and printed. The celebrated Kalamkari artists
of the coastal Coromandel region of Andhra
Pradesh prepared outstanding textiles with
Ramayana stories painted on them. This large
(87 x 139.1cm) and rare example of a ceremonial
textile hanging depicts the penultimate battle in
8,)%1%=%2%A;,)2%1%æ+,87%:%2%@,)
7966392(-2+&%880)+6392(-7æ00)(;-8,'31&%8%287
and the dismembered bodies of the slain.
This exceptional piece of textile painting is
32)3*8,)æ2)78)<%140)78,%8,%7796:-:)(@
The composition is uncluttered and the power
%2(1%.)78=3*8,)46-2'-4%0æ+96)7%6)(6%;2
with utmost mastery of the ‘kalam’. The use of
colour is limited, but the expression of power and
)2)6+=3*8,)æ)6')78&%880)3*8,))4-'-7%44%6)28
everywhere in the composition.

Rama and Sita
Enthroned, The
Metropolitan
Museum of
Art. Gift of
the Kronos
Collections,
2015

RAMA AND SITA ENTHRONED
After his triumph over the mighty demon king Ravana,

series but a Dasavatara (ten incarnations of Vishnu)

Rama returns to Ayodhya, He is crowned king soon after.

series where Rama is shown as an avatar of Lord

In this delightful image Rama sits on the throne with Sita

Vishnu. The style of the painting, with its architectural

by his side, and his three brothers – Lakshmana, who

elements and formal court setting, with an octagonal

,30(7%ç=;,-7/%2(&3;C ,%6%8%A;,3,30(7%7;36(C

+30()28,632)A-28)6-36*962-7,-2+A%7;)00%78,)æ+96%0

and Shatrughna, who holds a bow and quiver of arrows.

representations and colour palette, all derive from early

Hanuman venerates the royal couple with folded hands.

17th century Mughal paintings. It has been assigned to

,)-27'6-48-32%88,)834-()28-æ)78,):%6-397æ+96)7

8,)ç396-7,-2+%.%78,%2-78%8)3* -/%2)6*631;,)6)

and describes Rama as being like “a blue cloud... bearing

the principal artists of the Mughal court were.

a bow and arrow, like a bolt of lightning”.

14 |
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Hanuman with
the Medicinal
Mountain, The
Metropolitan
Museum of
Art. Gift of
Edward
M. Bratter

HANUMAN ON CLOTH

to demonstrate his immense power. He carries the

Through his exceptional devotion to Rama and his heroic

medicine hill in his right hand and a triangular standard

feats Hanuman easily becomes the most important

;-8,,30=8)<8;6-88)2%003:)6-8-2,-70)*8@ 8-2=æ+96)

character in the Ramayana after Rama and his family.

of Rama is placed on his shoulder to show his devotion.

This large image of Hanuman, painted on cloth in

In his mighty tail he carries his entire army. The image

Jaipur around 1800, celebrates his most famous heroic

is full of letters or words that cover and surround

feat—carrying the medicinal hill of the Himalayan range.

his body as well as emerge from his mouth. His body

When Lakshmana is gravely wounded in combat, there is

and massive tail are outlined with the letter ‘ra’ to

desperate need of medicinal herbs that grow only on the

denote Rama and the mountain is bordered with ‘la’ to

upper slopes of the Himalayas. Hanuman rushes to the

denote Lakshmana.

mountains but, unsure of which plants to gather, breaks
3**8,))28-6)4)%/%2('%66-)7-8&%'/838,)&%880)æ)0(@
Here Hanuman is represented in a unique manner

The exhibition also includes a rare picture of
Hanuman in his Tantric Pancha-mukha form recently
donated by Steven Kossak.
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O U T O F T H E B OX

HIGHLIGHTING AN
INCONVENIENT TRUTH
%HLQJDSDUHQWHVSHFLDOO\DPRWKHULVGLIÀFXOWHQRXJK%XWEHLQJD0XVOLPPRWKHULQ
today’s world is doubly so. When columnist Nazia Erum gave birth to a girl in 2014, she
didn’t even want to give her a Muslim name for fear of the bullying she would suffer later in
OLIH:RQGHULQJZKDWLWZDVOLNHIRURWKHU0XVOLPVVKHSXWKHUÀQGLQJVLQDKDUGKLWWLQJ
book, Mothering a Muslim. In conversation with MALLIK THATIPALLI, Nazia outlines the
experiences of other Muslim parents and children in an increasingly polarised world

W

hen Nazia Erum, columnist and
communications consultant, became a
mother in 2014, she was reluctant to give

her daughter a Muslim-sounding name. As the country
became increasingly polarised on religious fault lines
and headlines warned of lynch mobs and gau raushaks
(cow protectors), she confesses that as a young mother
she felt very vulnerable and protective.
Recalling the time, the 31-year-old says, “The
spotlight on religion was very uncomfortable. So the
name I chose (Myra) is universal in meaning and usage.
#39;-00æ2(8,)2%1)&)-2+97)(&=%00Q970-17A
Christians, Hindus and Jews. This also went with my
basic instinct of keeping religiosity deeply personal.
Today, there is a complete breakdown of the moral
fabric of society.”
Determined to reject that initial feeling of unnamed
fear and wanting to create a bright and positive future
for her daughter, she tried to understand the journey
of being a Muslim mother in an increasingly intolerant
world. The result of that journey is her hard-hitting
book, Mothering a Muslim, which documents her
conversations with 145 Muslim families across 12 cities
in India, whose children attended some of the best
schools in the country.

“It was very important to show
that bigotry isn’t limited to the
fringe – it has entered the best of
classrooms and drawing
room conversations”
16 |
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The author sought to understand the issues young
students from the community faced in the most
commonplace of public spaces – schools and colleges.
Nazia, who grew up in Jorhat, Assam, says that as a child
religion as a concept was not demarcated in her head as
is the case today. “The dominant narrative in the 1980s
was that of unity in diversity. The nation collectively
497,)(8,%8@,-2/3*336(%67,%2T7%2-1%8)(æ01Ek

“…I believe we are the sum and
part of every other woman we meet
in our lives…this was my journey
and every experience I listened to
changed something in me”

chidiya anek chidiya which imparted the right values of
equality to children. Today, children are picking up these

these are commonplace in the book, where young children

ideas from the conversations around them,” she says.

share their experiences which usually resulted in a lot of

Her discoveries are recorded in the book with a tinge of
disbelief. “Get away from the ball, you Paki,” yells one third

trauma for both themselves and their families.
Perhaps none is as potent as one particular instance

grader to another in one of the most elite schools in India –

from the book when eight-year-old Omar is asked if he

Vasant Valley. In another, a young student in IIIT Bangalore,

eats beef and he answers in the negative. But then the

;%72T8+-:)2%')68-æ'%8-326)59-6)(%2(;%7%7/)(

conversation scares his mother, who ponders over the

instead, “What if you put a bomb on your bike?” Stories like

unanswered question – what if the older kid believed
that Omar did indeed have beef? And what if he tattled
about it? In an era of rampant moral policing, is it even
possible to draw lines between the real, imaginary and the
496)0=æ'8-8-397H
“These are not just stories for me,” says Nazia. “Each
one is a face and hours spent together holding hands,
sometimes crying, many times hugging each other. I
believe we are the sum and part of every other woman
we meet in our lives…this was my journey and every
experience I listened to changed something in me.”
She says that growing up she didn’t face the same
issues as the children of today. She recalls, “Growing up,
we dressed, ate and lived like Assamese and thereby didn’t
really attract much attention. Barring a few instances, I
never had to face any discrimination of any sort.”
Nazia points out that bullying comes in all forms and
everyone experiences it at some point in their lives. About
the times we are living in, she remarks, “It is the rampant,
everyday, casual bigotry in the form of bullying that has
changed today.”
Nazia draws attention in the book to the unmistakable
changes that came into the public sphere after the
2014 elections when people became very in-your-face
about their feelings. While conceding the argument that
religious biases were always prevalent in Indian society,
she counters this by saying, “Latent biases were always
there. But there was no impunity in voicing these biases.
When your television media and leaders holding the most
respectable of positions voice and lend legitimacy to
them, it becomes the dominant narrative.”
Speaking to a spectrum of voices across the board
was important to Nazia. From parents wanting to change
their child’s section as there was too much of the “M
factor” in one of Delhi’s best schools to a young boy from

NAARI
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an aristocratic family in Bhopal being picked on for being

the length of one’s sleeves and Islam, which was culturally

a Muslim during a basketball game, the research that

syncretic with the Indian Ganga-Jamuna tehzeeb

went into the book isn’t limited to one particular strata of

(civilisation), takes a new shape.

society but factors in children from different backgrounds.
Accepting that her work might be viewed as an elite

What brought about the change in Indian Muslims, the
author explains, was when petro dollars became a reality

commentary while Muslims in India face many other

in the mid to late 1960s and the Middle East threw open

pressing challenges, Nazia says that the voices put

the gates to Indians. Most came back learning Wahhabism

together were absolutely intentional. She refers to the

%2(%0%æ71I8;39086%O'327)6:%8-:)7)'873*70%1J%2(

casual communalism that has become a part of our

men who went there clean-shaven wearing custom-made

daily lives and remarks, “It was very important to show

clothes returned bearded and with their wives/daughters

that bigotry isn’t limited to the fringe – it has entered the

in hijabs. A certain rigidity in thought processes entered,

best of classrooms and drawing room conversations.

',%2+-2+8,))28-6)463æ0)3*8,)6)0-+-32@

It is important to acknowledge this new reality and not

Nazia says that women tend to be more conservative

keep thinking this is limited to the shouting matches in

than men and recalls the time when she was rebuked for

television debates.”

wearing a kurta and jeans in Delhi’s Jama Masjid. She

What is it to be a Muslim parent in today’s world? “In an

adds, “It is women who really tend to be the moral police of

ideal world being a Muslim parent would mean the same

Islam. Men who don’t wear their religion on their sleeve are

as for any other religious counterpart. A parent is a parent

still not disowned by other men, but a woman who isn’t as

– who has the same worries for the future of our kids. But,

pious as the world wants her to be, will never be tolerated

in today’s world, there is an extra layer of anxiety caused by

by other women.”
“Every religion differs in different

world news and the universal spotlight on
Muslims,” says the young mother.
Dissecting a delicate subject where
one community is painted as the “other”,
the book doesn’t shy away from looking
inwards. Another aspect the book throws
light on is the increasing conservativeness
in the religion where people judge every
action through an Islamic lens.
!,)8,)632)46%=7æ:)8-1)736238
or dons a hijab or not becomes the only
expression of faith through which the
moral police judge the extent of Muslimness of a person. Conversations, even in
religious places, are limited to discussing

“Choose what you
say in front of kids,
actively try to question
stereotypes around
the kids – be it
stereotypes around
gender, identity or
religion. Believe in the
constitution of India
and follow it”

parts of the country,” the author says
and adds, “In my own family, women
inherit property on my mother’s side
while they don’t in my father’s family.
Different versions of religion can coexist. The problem arises when there is a
compulsory imposition of culture.”
Mothering a Muslim gently
comprehends the polarised world of
today, and holds a mirror to a society
'%9+,8-2%'32ç9<3*,%8)%2(:-30)2')@
Nazia says that it is important to have
a conversation about this as it will
eventually affect everyone. “Hate will
not choose between religions – it will

simply suck up every kid. Today, kids are the collateral
damage of hate politics and it’s really every parent who
has to choose to protect the next generation – this is
about all kids,” she stresses.
Her work is making an impact by initiating dialogues
and bridging gaps. Some of the schools she mentions
have undertaken sensitisation programmes while a visibly
touched Nazia mentions an event from last year when a
student confessed to being the bully the book dwells on
and promised to change.
Her advice to ensure that religion doesn’t divide
children? Very simple, she says with a smile. “Choose what
you say in front of kids, actively try to question stereotypes
around the kids – be it stereotypes around gender, identity
or religion. Believe in the constitution of India and follow it.”
18 |
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TRAILBLAZER

DR MUTHULAKSHMI REDDY
THE PLUCKY SOCIAL REFORMER
Dr Muthulakshmi Reddy chose her own path, even when she was young, adamant on attending college
when no girl from Pudukkottai had ever gone to one, even if it meant having to sit behind a screen, only
visible to the teacher. Although her father suggested she become a teacher after her graduation, she
FKRVHWRVWXG\PHGLFLQHDQGEHFDPHWKHÀUVWZRPDQJUDGXDWHRI0DGUDV0HGLFDO&ROOHJHLQ,Q
0DGUDVVKHFDPHXQGHUWKHLQÁXHQFHRI6DURMLQL1DLGX'U$QQLH%HVDQWDQGRWKHUVDQGEHFDPH
WKHÀUVW,QGLDQZRPDQPHPEHURIWKH/HJLVODWLYH&RXQFLO6KHSLRQHHUHGPDQ\UHIRUPVLQFOXGLQJWKH
abolition of the Devadasi Act, and founded what is today the Adyar Cancer Institute.
NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI traces the remarkable journey of this social reformer
ILLUSTRATION: TARA ANAND

T

here was not much a woman born in the princely

Her ambitions stunned the conservative society in

state of Pudukkottai in South India in 1886 could

Pudukkottai and the college refused to admit her despite

hope to achieve. The world of such a woman was

her impressive academic record.

limited in almost every respect. She was expected to

No girl had ever been admitted to the college before and

follow one path: marry early, start a family quickly, and

,)6&%'/+6392(%(()(*9)083æ6)@,)4%6)2873*8,)&3=7

dedicate her life to homemaking. Women were unwelcome

studying in the college threatened to take out their wards

in professional programmes and medical schools spared

from the institute if she secured admission there. The Raja

no effort to keep them out.

of Pudukkottai, Martanda Bhairava Thondaiman, however,

But Dr Muthulakshmi Reddy chose her own path,
becoming a doctor and marrying at the age of 28, which

was a progressive ruler and he overruled all objections.
Dr Reddy was admitted to the college and fought the

was nothing less than extraordinary for a woman in those

odds stacked against her. In college, she reportedly sat

8-1)7@6)((=A2(-%T7æ678*)1%0)0)+-70%836A'%14%-+2)6

behind a screen and was visible to only the teachers.

for women’s rights and the driving force behind one of the

She left class before the boys. She came on top in the

biggest cancer institutes in the country, was as plucky as

Intermediate exams, refused to get married and insisted

she was talented.

on becoming a doctor. Her decision was prompted by

Dr Reddy was one of eight children born to
Chandrammal, a devadasi, and Narayanaswamy Iyer, the
principal of Maharaja’s College, Pudukkottai. Her father

her mother’s cancer diagnosis and the death of a cousin
during childbirth.
She overruled her father who had suggested that she

was ostracised by his family for marrying a devadasi.

become a teacher and secured admission to Madras

Dr Reddy was very close to the maternal side of her

)(-'%0 300)+)-2î í@,);%76)4368)(0=8,)æ678

family and this closeness resulted in her gaining a better

student at the college’s department of surgery. It was

understanding of devadasis and their problems.

during this time that she met and interacted with political

Narayanaswamy Iyer went against tradition and sent

activist and poet Sarojini Naidu as well as theosophist and

his daughter to school. Her hunger for learning prompted

writer Annie Besant. She attended Besant’s lectures at

her teachers to instruct her in subjects beyond those

Adyar and was drawn to the Home Rule Movement.

approved by her father. When she reached puberty, she
left school but continued to be tutored at home.
She fobbed off her mother’s desire to get her married

6)((=&)'%1)8,)æ678;31%21)(-'%0+6%(9%8)
*631%(6%72-:)67-8=-2î îì@%:-2+7833(æ678
in her medical degree (MB & ChM) exam, she went

after she reached puberty. She passed her matriculation

3283&)'31)8,)æ678;31%2,397)796+)32-28,)

)<%1%7%46-:%8)'%2(-(%8);-8,ç=-2+'303967-2î íì

Government Hospital for Women and Children in Egmore,

and applied to Maharaja’s College for further education.

Madras. As a doctor, she rebelled against the system of
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Dr Reddy was one of eight children born to Chandrammal, a devadasi,
and Narayanaswamy Iyer, the principal of Maharaja’s College, Pudukkottai
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wet nursing whereby upper-class and upper-caste women

preserve of devadasis because it was rarely seen outside

would get poor Dalit women to nurse their babies. Neither

temples or in the homes of the rich. Hence, it had acquired

childcare nor breastfeeding were seen as appropriate

%6%8,)6(9&-3976)498%8-32@6)((=T7æ+,8A,3;):)6A;%7

%'8-:-8-)7*36%*ç9)28;31)2@6)((=;36/)(8-6)0)770=83

not against the dance form. She was more concerned about

6%-7)%;%6)2)77328,)&)2)æ873*&6)%781-0/*36-2*%287@

the devadasis who had no homes or proper health-care

In 1914, Dr Reddy married Dr Sundara Reddy but made
him promise that he would always “respect me as an equal

facilities as they lived in abysmal surroundings.
Dr Reddy also built the Avvai Home and Orphanage in

and that he would never cross my wishes”. In 1917,

1931 to shelter orphans, widows, unwed mothers and women

she co-founded the Women’s Indian Association (WIA)

who had been abused or forsaken by their families. She

at Adyar along with a few others. She voiced her opinions

wanted to empower and train these women so that they

through Stri Dharma, the journal published by WIA, which

could lead independent lives. The idea of the home took root

threw light on the social and political problems faced by

when three teenage girls turned up at her residence one day

contemporary women.

seeking her help. They had run away from home to escape

While she was pursuing higher studies in England she

becoming devadasis.

returned to India upon a request from WIA

Dr Reddy tried to get the girls admitted to

and was nominated to the Madras Presidency
Council in 1927. Consequently, she was elected
:-')O46)7-()283*8,)&3(=A1%/-2+,)68,)æ678
Indian woman member of a legislative council.
Dr Reddy was an ardent social reformer
who recommended that the minimum age
of marriage for men be raised to 21 and 16
for women. She battled for women’s right
to property and for choice in the matter of
education and career, gave scholarships to
Harijan girls, built hostels for Muslim girls and
public toilets for all. She was also instrumental
in having a Bill passed that abolished the
86%*æ'/-2+3*;31)2%2(',-0(6)2@,)-7
reported to have said, “Laws and legislation
are there only for sanction. It is up to us
women to energise these and implement them
into action.”
Dr Reddy also challenged the devadasi
system, a practice which saw young girls
married to a deity or a temple before attaining
puberty, and introduced the Devadasi Abolition
Bill. She organised seminars and meetings
all over Madras presidency and interviewed

hostels, but no one would take them. Their

As a doctor, she
rebelled against the
system of wet nursing
whereby upper-class
and upper-caste
women would get
poor Dalit women to
nurse their babies.
Neither childcare nor
breastfeeding were
seen as appropriate
DFWLYLWLHVIRUDIÁXHQW
women. Dr Reddy
worked tirelessly to
raise awareness on the
EHQHÀWVRIEUHDVWPLON
for infants

hundreds of devadasis. The Bill could not be
brought to fruition as Dr Reddy resigned from the council in

relatives did not want them back either. So,
she decided to open a home to shelter these
()78-898)+-607@ 8æ678A7,)/)488,)+-607-2,)6
home before the premises came up in Adyar.
The three girls received education and one
became a doctor while the other two became a
teacher and nurse.
Dr Reddy also set up what is purportedly
8,)æ678,374-8%0*36',-0(6)2-22(-%@,-7
hospital is now known as the Government
Kasturba Gandhi Hospital for Women and
Children in Triplicane, Chennai. Another
lasting contribution of Dr Reddy is in the
æ)0(3*'%2')6'%6)@2î ììA,)67-78)6;%7
diagnosed with cancer and she passed away
in great agony a year later at the age of 23.
This incident spurred Dr Reddy to propose
the setting up of a cancer hospital in Madras.
With the support of the WIA, she formed a
Cancer Relief Fund in 1949 and established a
cancer hospital in Adyar in 1954. Her idealism
inspired her son, Dr S. Krishnamurthi, to return
to India after completing his medical studies in
America to treat poor cancer patients.

Today, Adyar Cancer Institute has around 500 beds and

1930, protesting Mahatma Gandhi’s arrest after the Dandi

treats over 15,000 new patients annually. Nearly 1.5 lakh

Satyagraha or Salt March. The Second World War broke out

follow-up cases are seen yearly at the hospital. Around 40

after that and things came to a standstill. It was only in 1947

per cent of the patients are treated free of cost and the

that the Madras Devadasis (Prevention of Dedication) Act

remaining pay a nominal amount.

was passed in the Madras Legislative Assembly. The law

Dr Reddy was awarded the Padma Bhushan in 1956

gave devadasis the legal right to marry and made it illegal to

and she passed away while fairly active at the age of 81 in

dedicate young girls to Hindu temples.

1968. She endeavoured to make women look at themselves

Before the Bill became law, devadasis were not

differently. Daughters growing up with the same

permitted to marry owing to social taboos and were linked

opportunities as sons has been made possible because of

to prostitution. Bharatanatyam was largely seen as the

pioneers like her.
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BIRTHING STORY

Six of the seven kids were born at Fernandez Hospital. The Namdhari family l to r:
Dharampal Singh, Chetan, Akitaa, Sarvgun, Uttam, Surinder Kaur, Surat Singh, Sifat,
Simran, Gursimar, Balwant, Gurveer, Maninder Singh and Ustath

“I COULD TRUST FERNANDEZ
WITH MY EYES CLOSED”
Fernandez Hospital in Bogulkunta has been witness to babies being
born across generations in more than one family. In fact, there are plenty
of children born at Fernandez Hospital who have come back here, all
grown up, to give birth or, in the case of fathers, to have their babies born
where life began for them. One such case is that of the Malhotra family
of Hyderabad, with six children from one generation being born at this
hospital! MINAL KHONA brings you their story
PHOTOGRAPHS: LAKSHMI PRABHALA

B

etter known as the Namdhari Business Group, the

all her three children at Fernandez Hospital in Bogulkunta.

Malhotras are the pioneers and market leaders in

Her two boys, 10-year-old Uttam, eight-and-a half-year-old

event management in Hyderabad for the last several

all born here. Ask Akitaa, whose menstrual cycles were

%0,386%A-7%æ678O+)2)6%8-32)286)46)2)96@-77327A

preventing her from conceiving, why she chose Fernandez

Dharampal and Maninder (Sunny), work with him in the

Hospital and she says, “With all my three children, I could

family business, as does his older daughter-in-law, Akitaa,

trust Fernandez with my eyes closed; I have so much faith

who is an event planner and designer by profession.

in them. I was never given any wrong advice. I believe

/-8%%;%78,)æ678-28,)*%1-0=83,%:)+-:)2&-68,83
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decades. The family’s patriarch, Namdhari Surat Singh
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that while giving birth to a child, a mother is also born —

and each time it is a unique experience for her. Most

Balwant Kaur, Sunny’s wife, was witness to Akitaa’s

hospitals are very commercial — but I never felt that with

and Dharampal’s daughter Sarvgun being born as she

Fernandez. It isn’t just Dr Evita [Fernandez] but, from my

was three months pregnant at that time. Seeing Akitaa’s

experience, every doctor there extends warmth and care

)<4)6-)2')æ678O,%2()2796)(8,%8 %0;%28(-(2382))(

that is very reassuring for a mother-to-be.”

to look beyond Fernandez Hospital when it was her turn

What was the birthing experience like, each time,

to give birth. “I am from Bengaluru so am relatively new

*36 /-8%%H2*%'8A8,)æ6788-1)%6392(A /-8%%;%72T8

to Hyderabad. When Akitaa bhabhi suggested I meet Dr

sure that she was pregnant, and it was detected

Nuzhat Aziz, I decided after just two meetings with her

through a blood test. “At that time I was consulting Dr S.

that I would continue going to Fernandez Hospital. I went

%1)7,;%6-@361=æ678&%&=A8,)46)+2%2'=;%7238

with my husband and mother-in-law for all the visits. This

detected through a regular test. When I had missed my

was in 2014 and Dr Evita, too, would meet us at times.

period and spoke to Dr Kameshwari, she asked me to take

There was a comfort level with Dr Nuzhat as she knows

a blood test. I sat tense for nearly 90 minutes and, luckily,

my brother-in-law Dharampal well.”

it turned out that I was pregnant, else I would have had
83+3-2*36%238,)6463')(96)@96-2+8,)æ67886-1)78)6A
I was asked to take many precautions. I was told not to
(6-:)%'%6*368,)æ6788,6))1328,7A)8'@V
,)2))()(%2)4-(96%08,)æ6788-1);,-',7,)%+6))(

The Namdhari Group organises conferences and other
events for Fernandez Hospital.
Balwant, who is called Preeti at home, reveals that
since there was a connection, Dr Nuzhat had shared her
number with her and, as and when she had a query or

to reluctantly. “After taking the epidural, I was expected

doubt, she would check with her and the doctor would

to give birth in about eight hours; instead, my son Uttam

respond. “Usually doctors don’t give their numbers

was born in just two hours. I remember I was alone in the

because it could be someone else attending to you

birthing room and my family was called back because the
baby was coming sooner than expected.” Uttam weighed
barely 2.7 kilos when he was born. Now, he is a healthy,
active 10-year-old.
In Akitaa’s case, each pregnancy and childbirth
experience has been memorable for various reasons.
When she had her second child, she was full term but her
labour pains wouldn’t start. So, she was given medication
every four hours to induce labour. “It was only after I had
8%/)28,)æ*8,(37)A%*8)6ìí,3967A8,%81=7)'32(732A
Chetan, was born. But, I was not worried or stressed
because at Fernandez a mother-to-be is always given

They encourage a normal birth process as
far as possible; and till the end they always
try to ensure it is a normal birth. They also
have professional midwives who create the
right environment for the mother and baby
during and after the pregnancy,” says the
happy grandmother

appropriate medical suggestions and also the power to
make her own choices.”
In August 2011, the Fernandez Hospital Foundation
started an in-house midwifery programme. Akitaa gave
birth to her third child, Sarvgun, in 2014 by which time
professional midwives were an essential part of the
support system. So, Akitaa had a doctor and a trained
midwife to help with the birthing. “I was desperate for a
baby girl. Although my water broke, there was no pain. I
was sent back home twice as Dr Evita preferred to wait for
the labour pains to set in naturally. Eventually the doctor
took a call and gave me the same medicine [that was used
for Chetan]. I actually ended up crying when I found out
I had delivered a baby girl because I was so happy. I even
remember Dr Evita telling me I should be happy instead
of crying because I had got what I really wanted,” Akitaa
recalls with a smile.

Believers in water birth: Maninder Singh (Sunny), Ustath,
Balwinder Kaur (Preeti) and Gurveer
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Water baby: Surat Singh
Malhotra with his wife
Surinder Kaur and Balwant
Kaur holding Gurveer

when you visit the hospital. But she gave me her number
and because she would revert soon enough it gave me
'32æ()2')@=(%9+,8)6A78%8,A;%7%*900O8)61&%&=%2(
I went to the hospital on the due date, December 24, 2014.
I was admitted in the afternoon, but the pains began at
around 3am the next day and she was born by 7am with
help from the midwife whose name was also Preethi,” she
says with a smile.

Sunny reveals that the tub in which Balwant gave
birth to their son is known as the Hollywood tub
at Stork Home because it was apparently bought
for a Hollywood scene but not used and sold to
Fernandez to set up the water birth service

Yet, it is the birth of their son Gurveer, on January 9
this year at Stork Home that has Sunny and Balwant

Balwant recalls that day in early January. “The pains

animatedly revealing all the drama that happened before

started after my water broke. But the midwife showed

his birth. Sunny, a very involved father, was present when

me a few exercises and asked me to go home and come

both his children were being born. Though he does admit

&%'/%0-880)0%8)6@ 6392(æ:)-28,)):)2-2+A@)6)7%

8,%88,)æ6788-1)8,%8,)'390(238&6-2+,-17)0*83033/

[senior midwife at Stork Home], called me to ask how I

while his daughter was being born . He thinks it was due

was feeling. The pains had started and were quite severe.

to the sheer excitement as one is not calm and composed

We reached the hospital at around eight that evening

7-2')-8-78,)æ6788-1)@28,)'%7)3*8,)-67)'32(',-0(A

and I was taken to the emergency room. The staff was

the administrative head of Stork Home, Roopa Khanna,

carrying out the usual protocol of checking my pulse,

suggested Balwant opt for a water birth. Sunny reveals

blood pressure and the baby’s heart rate, etc. But the

that he asked Indie Kaur [Director of Midwifery Services]

pain was excruciating by then and I could feel the baby

to convince his mother when she refused to let her

eagerly pushing its way out of the birth canal. I was on

daughter-in-law have a water birth. “Indie spoke in English

the stretcher and being taken to the birthing room. But

and my mother understood that her daughter-in-law was

because I had come earlier than expected, the tub was

in safe hands. She had one doubt – how would the baby

78-00æ00-2+94@(-(2T8;%288313:)C;%76)%(=83+-:)

breathe once it came out in the water? Indie told her that

birth on the stretcher as the baby was sliding out and I

-28,);31&A8,)&%&=;%7%06)%(=ç3%8-2+-28,)%12-38-'

could feel its head. But Indie was there and she convinced

ç9-(@8,-2/731)8,-2+%&3988,);%=2(-)'31192-'%8)(

me to get into the water. I went into the tub. Once I was in

with her convinced her to let us go for a water birth.”

the warm water, the baby was out in ten minutes.”
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to create a peaceful mood. Soon after Gurveer was born,
Indie placed him on me for some time and suggested he
stay that way as long as possible. She said it would help
strengthen the bond. Gurveer was so peaceful and silent
and in less than 30 minutes he even opened his eyes
wide,” she says as she relives those memorable moments.
Both Sunny and Balwant believe Gurveer is a happy baby
because of the water birth.
The senior Malhotras also have a daughter named
Simran Khurana, who lives in Sultanpur, Uttar Pradesh.
Interestingly, she, too, chose to have her second baby at
Fernandez Hospital after hearing about the experience of
,)67-78)67O-2O0%;@U=æ678',-0(A-*%8A;%7&362-28,)
and I didn’t want anything less for my second baby. I’d had
two miscarriages after Sifat, and the doctors in Sultanpur
As good as the United States: Simran Khurana
with her kids Sifat and Gursimar

Sunny was present this time too and, because the baby

advised bed rest. It was a personal choice for me to have
my baby at Fernandez Hospital since I was looking for
similar care and facilities that I received during Sifat’s

was already on its way, he wasn’t able to join Balwant in

delivery. I came to Hyderabad during my third trimester

the tub as planned earlier. He reveals, “Indie, Teresa and

and I was seeing Dr Nuzhat Aziz. She in fact asked me

%238,)61-(;-*)A6%7%22%A;)6)8,)6)@,)æ6788-1),%(

to walk and stay active as opposed to the bed rest I had

avoided looking at the baby being born; this time I think

been advised earlier.” Convinced that she would have her

Indie’s calming presence and her encouragement made

baby here, Simran brought her daughter Sifat with her

me look and I was able to see my child being born.”

who ended up missing three months of school. As for the

It was Sunny and Indie who actually cut the baby’s

birthing, Simran could not go through with a normal birth

umbilical cord and only after he was born did Balwant ask

as she and the hospital staff wanted. “That’s because the

about the baby’s gender and was told by Indie that it was a

baby was in an odd position and his head was pushing

boy. The couple admits that Indie’s calm encouragement

against the bone on the right instead of pointing towards

made all the difference. “I was screaming in pain, but she

the cervix. I tried my best but it was very painful as I was

was so reassuring,” says Balwant.

in labour for 19 hours — from four in the morning till 11 at

Sunny reveals that the tub in which Balwant gave birth
to their son is known as the Hollywood tub at Stork Home
because it was apparently bought for a Hollywood scene

2-+,8R;,)2æ2%00=+%:)94%2(%7/)(*36% O7)'8-32
after which my son Gursimar was born.”
If you visit this joint family today, it is a home full of

but not used and sold to Fernandez to set up the water

warmth and happiness, with kids running around and

birth service.

playing. Sarvgun and Ustath are inseparable, and Uttam,

Balwant is all praise for water births. “In the water,

8,)*%1-0=T7æ678+6%2(',-0(A7,%6)7,-7&-68,(%=;-8,

you feel lighter and the pains are also comparatively

the youngest — Gurveer — much against his wishes. He

less intense; overall it had a calming effect. During my

believes they could have had two parties had he been

daughter’s birth, at the Bogulkunta branch, I could hear

born a day earlier or later! Namdhari Malhotra and his

screams from the neighbouring rooms, and that was a

wife, Surinder Kaur, are doting grandparents and love

bit unsettling. At Stork Home, there was no one around

spending time with their grandchildren.

and the entire atmosphere was very suitable for birth. You
can also have some scented candles and soothing music

All the women in the family endorse the birthing
philosophy at Fernandez Hospital. “Six of my
+6%2(',-0(6)2;)6)&362%8)62%2()>374-8%0Qæ:)3*
them at Bogulkunta and the youngest, Gurveer, at Stork

“I was never given any wrong advice. I
believe that while giving birth to a child, a
mother is also born -- and each time it is a
unique experience for her”

Home in Banjara Hills. They encourage a normal birth
process as far as possible; and till the end they always try
to ensure it is a normal birth. They also have professional
midwives who create the right environment for the
mother and baby during and after the pregnancy,” says
the happy grandmother.
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MOMMY DIARIES

IS HE SLEEPING THROUGH
THE NIGHT?
Among the many things new mothers struggle with is sleep, or the lack of it. There are two schools
of thought: one which encourages the baby to cry himself to sleep while the other believes that the
number of times he is held and cuddled to sleep help make him a secure individual. Either way,
MINAKSHI writes that she is close to being a zombie while her son learns to train himself to sleep.
Who knew that learning to sleep is also part of the developmental growth of a baby?

A

7%æ678O8-1)191A,)%6(8,-759)78-326-+,8

sleep is maturing and, ironically, as a result he cannot

from day one. I got it from neighbours I barely

connect sleep cycles. Who knew babies were so

spoke to. I got it from other mums. I got it from

7'-)28-æ'H,-7'%97)(1=*396O1328,O30(83;%/)94

well-meaning ladies at Target I had never met before.
Is he sleeping through the night? Is he a good baby?

if I nursed him for hours. If I so much as tried to lay him

Was one inclusive of the other? I actually wondered if

down, his eyes would shoot open, demanding more

I had a bad apple simply because he wasn’t sleeping

holding and cuddles.

through the night. There is constant one-upmanship

To maintain any ounce of sanity I had left, I would bring

among various mums’ groups. While one claimed that

him back to bed with me so he could nurse to his heart’s

her baby slept 12 hours straight, another claimed her

desire and I could get some sleep. But, of course, since he

baby slept in his crib the entire night. How did these

was sleeping next to me, I was hyper alert and got even

mums have unicorn babies while my son was waking up

less sleep than before. I hope my paediatrician doesn’t

æ:)8-1)7%2-+,8%2(97-2+1)%7%4%'-æ)6H

read this because American paediatricians frown at bed-

368,)æ678*3961328,73*1=732T70-*)A;390(

sharing. Maybe we should tell them about the generations

wear him in a sling for all his naps to enable me to eat,

of Indians and Japanese who co-slept with their babies,

get some work done and have my hands free. My back

who are all alive and thriving and have their own babies

did not enjoy it as much. At night, I would nurse him for

and are still doing the same thing.

hours before he fell asleep and I would ever so gently

26 |

every 45 minutes to one hour, only going back to sleep

I would read and research all about babies and sleep

put him down in his rocking bassinet called the SNOO.

and I chanced upon various schools of thought. One was

Trust technology to do a parent’s job but then again

the sleep training school which I didn’t even know was a

there’s only so much technology

thing. Sleep training is essentially

can do to calm your crying baby.

parents teaching their babies to

My sanity was taking a hit

put themselves to sleep instead

because I was barely sleeping and I

of depending on a parent to help

felt bad asking my husband to help

them. I couldn’t understand it

since he had to go to work the next

because even as adults we wake up

day. (Somehow he could magically

multiple times a night for various

sleep through the baby’s fussing. I

reasons. So, how do parents expect

wish I were that gifted). Then came

their babies to sleep through the

the four-month sleep regression.

night? On one Facebook group,

It’s a real thing. I wondered how his

a mum spoke about a method of

sleep could get any worse. It did.

training where she put her infant

Even the SNOO couldn’t put him

in his crib in his own room after his

back to sleep. The four-month sleep

bedtime feed and then wouldn’t go

regression is when your baby’s

back until 7am the next day. I was
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asleep. It broke my heart but I knew he wasn’t hungry

who were responsible for a little human yet believed in

%2(.9782))()(83æ+96)398,3;83+3&%'/8370))4

leaving that human on their own at night.

without me. Since that night, my son has been sleeping

And then there’s the other school of thought where

for longer stretches. Does that count as sleep training?

you cater to every need of your babies, contact nap,

We didn’t neglect him. We comforted him but helped

co-sleep and drive around for hours till they fall asleep.

,-1æ+96)398,3;83*%00%70))4@

These mums will stop their car in the middle of the
freeway to comfort their baby if they are crying in a car
seat and also insist that day-care providers rock and

Ten days later, he’s sleeping 11 hours with only one
quick feed around 3am.
The past few months with my son, I’ve obsessed

hold their babies for all naps. How do these mums ever

about his naps. Put him down too early for a nap and he

take a shower? Apparently, they just take the baby into

will roll around in his crib babbling to himself. Put him

the shower with them.

down too late and he will be an overtired, screaming

Now, which school do I belong to? I hate hearing my son
cry. I love cuddling him and I am with him 24/7. That’s the

mess and will eventually need me to rock him to sleep.
Each school of parenting has enough research-

kind of mother I’ve always wanted to be. But I soon

backed evidence to support their theories. Some child

discovered I need my space too. Leaving him in his crib

psychologists claim that letting babies cry in the night

to play or even fuss a bit doesn’t make me a negligent

cannot be damaging because they cry as a form of

mother, right? The contact-napping mothers wouldn’t

communication and it’s their way of protesting change.

Leaving him in his ib to play
even fu§ a
b doesn't
make me a neglige mher, rig¨?
THE CONTACT-NAPPING MOTHERS WOULDN’T AGREE. THEY WOULD
SAY I AM PUTTING MY NEEDS BEFORE MY BABY’S

and that would make me selfish
agree. They would say I am putting my needs before my

Other experts say that attending to your baby’s every

&%&=T7%2(8,%8;390(1%/)1)7)0æ7,@

need, breastfeeding on demand, holding them every

When I was waking up every 45 minutes and getting
a total of three hours of sleep at night, I considered
sleep training because I was desperate. But I could

time they cry not only produces more empathetic
individuals but also makes parenting stressful.
Mothers are sleep-deprived enough without being

never let my son cry for hours and expect him to put

pressurised by ‘correct’ parenting theories. One mum

himself to sleep. But my son is the classic example of

probably works a 16-hour shift and needs to sleep train

how babies’ sleep is never linear. After the hourly

so she can get some shut-eye while another could

;%/)O94A32)æ2)(%=,)()'-()(,)(-(2T82))(1)

choose to spend every waking second with her child. I

to rock him to sleep. I laid him down in his crib and he

need my sleep so I can be a better mother, enjoy all the

closed his eyes and slept six hours straight. In fact,

little milestones my son hits and take him to the park

I went and checked multiple times to see if he was

or library instead of wanting to just lie down. Sleep, too,

breathing because this was so out of the ordinary. I was

is a developmental milestone. While some babies need

still losing sleep because I needed to constantly check

to be rocked till they are a year old or cuddled till they

the monitor.

fall asleep, others like my son, who was rocked and held

=,97&%2(%2(()'-()(83æ2(%,%44=1)(-91@
So, when my son woke up in the middle of the night and
;%28)(8397)1)%7%4%'-æ)6A1=,97&%2(7)281)83

%008,)8-1)A;%76)%(=83*%00%70))432,-73;2%8æ:)
months old.
Now, I’m going to go enjoy my 11 hours of sleep

another room while he spent two hours straight trying to

before the next sleep regression or developmental leap

comfort my son who only wanted to nurse before falling

;,)2&)'31)1=732T732O()1%2(4%'-æ)6%+%-2@
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LAST WORD

MIND (Y)OUR
LANGUAGE
Doctors are surely among the most stressed professionals. Many times they tend to use
KDUVKZRUGVRUWKHZURQJODQJXDJHWRZRPHQDOUHDG\VWUHVVHGGXULQJWKHÀQDOIHZKRXUV
of delivery. DR EVITA FERNANDEZ writes that she is trying to introduce a new tone,
a new language, so that kindness permeates the hospital environment

A

t Fernandez Hospital we are
committed to respectful care
for women and the newborn.

demoralise a woman in labour.
The doctor did an internal
examination and told the woman,

In our attempt to walk the talk, we

“You are only 4cm dilated. Your

introduced a monthly session titled

progress is slow. You should have

Birth Stories where obstetricians,

been at least 7cm by now.”

midwives, doulas and childbirth

How often have I uttered these

educators come together to discuss

words to women? I shrink with

birth stories shared by the women

7,%1);,)26)ç)'8328,)0%2+9%+)

we have cared for in the hospital.

I had used in the past, believing I

These sessions have been

was the “knowledgeable” doctor.

eye-openers, and each one of us

Today, medical evidence has shown

has learnt an incredible amount

us that each woman has her own

in terms of being respectful and

pace of progress in labour. We can

woman-centred while discovering

no longer use the graphs we were

what offering a woman space and

taught to use, and which prompted

freedom to make a choice truly

us to “intervene”. As long as both

entails. More importantly, it has

mother and baby are not showing

,)04)(976)ç)'8328,);36(7;)

any signs of distress, we do not have

use which, in turn, has taught us to

to hasten the journey. Our midwives

mind our language.

at Fernandez Hospital have helped

In a busy hospital
setting with a volume
of 800 births a month,
and a mix of senior/
junior consultant
obstetricians, senior
and junior residents,
59%0-æ)(1-(;-:)7
and 25 trainee

us, obstetricians, to

For a person like me, with an ultrashort fuse,
it has taken years of persistent discipline,
several thousand apologies and the
forgiveness of people whom I have hurt — at
times unknowingly

midwives, it is a
daunting challenge to ensure each person involved in a
woman’s journey to motherhood is practising this ethos.
One way of helping us understand and inducing us to
change are these discussions.
Let me quote a few examples where language can indeed
28 |
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refrain from “doing” and
have opened our minds
to the importance of
“waiting”. This process
of learning has often
found us open-mouthed
and mesmerised
— especially when
watching a woman birth

her baby in water, in an atmosphere of quiet and inner calm.
238,)6æ678O8-1)138,)6O83O&)A)143;)6)(&=8,)
/23;0)(+)%2('32æ()2')+%-2)(8,639+,396U ,-0(&-68,
Without Fear” antenatal preparation classes, was admitted
in active labour. Her bag of water burst spontaneously, and

8,)ç9-(;%78-2+)(;-8,8,)(%6/+6))2783304%77)(

entire attitudinal change. It demanded we shed our old

by her baby in the womb. The foetal heart rate began to

habits, thoughts and understanding of what we had

show a variation, and the mother at this stage felt the

considered gospel truth.

need to push.
In her anxiety, the obstetrician loudly proclaimed,

Now that we are enlightened, we are resolute in
our commitment to developing a culture where every

“the baby may have swallowed the stool. We need to get

woman, regardless of her socio-economic, literary status;

your baby out fast or else your baby will be in danger”.

religious belief or overwhelming cultural pressures, will

We are all acutely aware that fear makes us talk even

feel she is heard, respected and supported.

louder than we usually would, and it may just be the

This commitment to a respectful culture is not

most booming voice in the room. Fear is the last emotion

limited to only women during labour and childbirth. It is

we wish to bring into our birthing rooms; alarm is easily

important we build this with every person we encounter –

transmitted to the labouring mother and may even halt

be it in our homes, our workplace or people on the street.

her contractions. The woman soon became afraid and

It demands a strong inner resolve to be kind at all times.

continuously asked if her baby was all right.
Fortunately, she was able to birth her baby in a short

For a person like me, with an ultrashort fuse, it has
taken years of persistent discipline, several thousand

while, and her joy was untold when her baby girl entered

apologies and the forgiveness of people whom I have hurt

this world with a loud cry.

— at times unknowingly.

I suspect the last lap of her journey into motherhood
;%7%*)%6Oæ00)(A86%91%8-'32)@
Women in labour and their birth companions seem

At Fernandez Hospital, we are striving hard to care
for each other, to eradicate bullying at every level,
to understand why some of us respond the way we

to focus on cervical dilatation as being the all-important

do. I have insisted we remain committed to open

indicator of progress. Today, we are learning to answer

communication where the person who has felt hurt/

the often-repeated question, “What is my cervical

disrespected/humiliated must let the individual

dilation? How many centimetres am I?” by encouraging

(responsible for this unacceptable behaviour) know

the couple to look at other positive signs of progress of

— be it me, her supervisor or a colleague. Today,

labour. We talk about the descent of the baby’s head into

communication has been made easier via text messages

the birth passage, the nature of the contractions and her

and emails. Apologies are a must and within the shortest

own spontaneous urge to push. We often use the word

time-frame possible. I can still recall the expression of

“waves” for pain (contractions) and encourage imagery

shock on the security guard’s face when I called him to

of the waves of the sea as it helps to look at “pain” in a

1=3*æ')%2(%4303+-7)(*36,%:-2+03781='330@);%7

more positive light.

moved to tears and he was not the only one. I learnt an

We are also learning to avoid unnecessary internal
)<%1-2%8-327@!,)2%=392+æ678O8-1)138,)6O83O&)
expressed a deep fear of being examined internally, she

enormous lesson in humility and the power of a sincere
apology in building a culture of kindness and respect.
!)%6)908-1%8)0=-2ç9)2')(&=8,))2:-6321)28;)

was supported throughout by a professional midwife

have been nurtured in and live. Environments are built by

who did not do a single vaginal examination. She was a

people, individuals with their own unique journeys and

healthy young woman with an uncomplicated pregnancy.

emotional quotients. Kindness and respect is contagious

Her fear was addressed, and she enjoyed an entirely

and never a waste of investment of our time. Each one

natural birth. This was another eye-opener for us

3*97-7%0)%()6-28,)'-6'0)73*396-2(-:-(9%0-2ç9)2')@

obstetricians and mind-blowing in one sense.

Some of us placed in privileged positions of leadership

96.3962)=3*0)%62-2+%2(6)ç)'8-32'%00)(*36%2

have a greater responsibility to honour this commitment.
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